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Just what a Good Eater!to move” It is written by two moms who believe that introducing flavorful
foods using herbs and spices and exposing kids to a number of colors, tastes, and textures while
they are young encourages openness, minimizes picky-eating habits, and sets the stage—In these
pages you will discover: 60 quality recipes with beautiful photographs, from first foods to
toddlerhood (6 a few months–for positive future family meal experiences.24 months and
beyond)Sample food menus and feeding schedules by ageAn abundance of family-friendly meals
(because who would like to cook twice? These nourishing dishes are bound to maintain bellies
complete, and the aromas can make your kitchen smell superb, all while offering your child the
present of an expansive flavor profile from in early stages. With chapters focused on faqs and
helpful tips, such as troubleshooting picky eating and staying away from “ approaches food for
your child in simple, nutritious, age-appropriate techniques beginning from her initial meals and
advancing well into toddlerhood and beyond. you’ll find answers to many feeding questions not
often answered during pediatrician visits. Authors Alessandra and Amy are busy moms who
understand the majority of recipes have to be prepared in about 30 minutes or much less, and
that cooking food daily with little ones can pose a challenge! Because of this, most recipes yield
large quantities to be able to cook once and enjoy repeatedly.What a Good Eater!meals ruts,”
Parents are guided on how to feed their infants and establish healthy diet plan right away.and
table—Made up of the careful assistance of pediatricians, nutritionists, registered dietitians, and
naturopaths, tested recipes include a variety of powerhouse foods, such as kale and salmon,
soothing herbs and spices from cardamom to rosemary, and a glossary of herbs and spices with
potential health advantages.This cookbook/guide is easy to follow and a wonderful addition to
your kitchen references!— is usually a baby and toddler cookbook filled up with wholesome,
family-friendly dishes made to promote a well-rounded eater from the get-go.A glossary of herbs
and spices and their potential health benefitsHearty, flavorful, nutritious foods, such as for
example Warm Lentils with Cumin and Coriander, Coconut Curry Goan Seafood, and the Iron
Poultry DanceRecipes tested by numerous infants, toddlers, and parents around america “A
good, thoughtful cookbook made to introduce kids to real meals with age-appropriate textures,
soothing herbs and spices, and carefully chosen things that will nourish their growing bodies.
Help your son or daughter develop healthy diet plan that will last a lifetime!”—Elissa Levine, MD
(Pediatrician)“! The quality recipes are nutritionally audio and family friendly.” Eating well at
family-centered meals will enrich your family for generations to arrive! Wishing you all a healthy
body and joy! Many of the recipes and recommendations in this text will be the same that David
and I utilized to improve our children, who have all grown into healthy young men who
appreciate a wide selection of foods.)70% of recipes ready in about 30 minutes or lessParent
guide to frequently asked feeding questions and tips to minimize picky eatingRecipes that yield
large quantities, so that you can prepare once and revel in repeatedlyHealthy toddler snack
suggestions to both eat at home and take “JuliSu DiMucci-Ward, MPH, RD, LD, CDE (Registered
Dietician)
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I'm HUNGRY Mommy! What a fantastic cookbook and idea. Babies, toddlers and children
establish their diet plan at a very early age. Why not expose them to the whole world of culinary
delights and all the great substances and tastes? WHAT A Great EATER is a special book. Four
Stars Really good recipes. I have not browse the entire book yet, but what I've is very
informative. Great book This book is a must have! If the target was to form the future tongues
aside from fast food and less nourishment based trash, then I give this publication five stars.
Delicious recipes! Gorgeous pictures, easy-to-follow recipes, and drool-worthy flavor
combinations. I desire I'd had this book when my children were little. I really have loved all the
recipes I have made. The iron chicken dance is our favorite. I want my kids to be worldly eaters
and the various recipes from around the world makes that vision become a reality. The food pics
are beautiful and inspiring.I've a picky 3 yr old and we are trying for the next one therefore i
know this comes in handy when feeding children nowadays.The fact that you can find recipes
from multiple cuisines from all over the world makes this a far more fun book to cook from."
Worldly Eaters!Will cherish this for years to come. The meals pics are beautiful and inspiring We
have an extremely picky 2-year aged, and nearly immediately, this publication transformed the
world: more smiles, fewer tantrums, and less guilt approximately giving him processed foods out
of convenience. ? I love to cook and this cookbook fits me perfectly and I take advantage of it and
will continue to use it for a long time to come. Can't wait around to try the rest of the recipes.
Now I'M hungry!! As you function your way from the infant menu to the more mature offerings,
you begin to realize that you could prepare dishes that you could share with your child. I loved
some of the quality recipes!! If you are looking for unique family foods for your toddler, this is
actually the cookbook for you! Five Stars This book has so many amazing recipes for little babes!
But you may still find many great recipes for older kids/adults alike. I love the recipe
combinations with many herbal products, all look so delicious, can't wait to try them out! The
pictures are beautiful as well, which I discover very useful in a recipe reserve! Love the useful
tips & FAQ's. Congrats ladies! The eye to providing healthy foods was quite impressive. Can't
await the little someone to grow a little more teeth therefore she will get some treats out of this
book :-D But you may still find many great quality recipes for older children/adults alike I
purchased this book to provide as something special to my sister-in-law who is expecting a new
baby. Love this book! Great easy quality recipes for kids! Probably they wouldn't be therefore
dang picky today. The photos of the dishes are so well done I nearly ate a page. This merge of
Italian and India cultures will help your offspring find out a more comprehensive palette of
tastes, spices and flavors. The pictures are absolutely gorgeous. The quality recipes are an easy
task to prepare and appealing to my entire family. Unique dishes and great accompanying
photos Extremely pleased with the number of recipes offered, specifically with full-page photos.
I'm offering this as my new regular shower present with the notice: "It's too late for me--but save
yourself! I wish I had this book when my children were small! I love it! Thumbs up from a
Registered Dietitian. As a Registered Dietitian, this books provides great Feeding suggestions for
toddlers and young children. Fantastic colorful quality recipes and pictures. Recommend.
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